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Are we there yet?

One of the most delightful memories I have of my daughters Claudia and Carolina childhood is this usual questioning, always said in our car trips. No matter the distance, the question was almost part of the program. And I replied with a smile, looking at the rear mirror of the car, for those two beauties: Almost there!

Metaphorically, I look in the rear mirror view of these almost three years of scientific publishing in Vision of Pan-America and, with a smile of pride and sense of accomplishment, I say to myself: We're almost there!

Our journal has grown steadily and has been continuously adapted to become a modern, reliable source of scientific consultation.

We constituted an editorial team of excellent academic background, dedicated and ready for quick answers, like everything nowadays requires.

To the envy of any other magazine, our Editorial Board is composed by colleagues from different countries of the Pan-America, with a serious history of scientific and educational knowledge.

I remember that in the first evaluation made by Med Line / Pub Med, the topic of maximum-evaluation was exactly the constitution of our publishing group, which I am very proud and grateful.

We’re almost there; however, we still need to have more submissions of original articles from our medical schools scattered throughout Pan-America. Directors and coordinators of residency programs must encourage students and faculty to submit the results of their research and scientific work to our journal that, given the large number of international indexing, has excellent penetration and diffusion in the scientific community and the academic world.

To get an idea of this penetration, after the recent indexation in J-Gate and Hinari, the number of hits to our home page increased dramatically as well as likes on our official Facebook page.

In 2015, we will implement new editorial features to VPA, always seeking for improvement of our journal. We are counting on the support of everyone!

We are almost there, kids!
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